LST Radiator Covers
Our flagship product ‐ cost effective Low Surface Temperature solutions that take into account not just the
latest National Care Standards, but also NHS Guidelines and Government Legislation. Coverad “Standard”
LST radiator covers ensure that no hot surface exceeds 43°C. They are available in the following options:
Steel LST Radiator Covers
Coverad Steel LST radiator covers are manufactured with 1.5mm
(standard) or 2mm thick high quality steel. Our 2mm steel option is
incredibly durable and long lasting – ideal for secure environments
and high risk areas. Radial edging and sloping tops are available
along with an optional anti‐microbial paint coating for additional
hygiene. Most of our covers are a single piece construction suitable
for all applications. In addition, a range of high quality Stainless
Steel radiator covers are available for the corporate and leisure
market.
Polymer LST Radiator Covers
Polymer Low Surface Temperature covers are manufactured from
high impact, Class 1 fire‐retardant white polymer. They will not dent
or buckle or scratch and are ideally recommended for use in all wet
areas as they will not rust or flake. A huge advantage of the polymer
model is the low maintenance, wipe clean surface which will never
need painting. There is a choice of floor standing or wall mounted
models with both options having fully radial edges to maximise
safety. A further additional safety feature is an optional sloping top
(any angle ‐ 45° standard) to prevent people from sitting or climbing
on them.
Anti Ligature Radiator Covers
We offer a product unlike any other radiator cover on the market.
As an alternative to our standard slotted covers, our unique,
punched mesh design means there are no weak spots like welded
mesh plates. This eliminates any potential for patients to detach
parts from the cover to create the ligature point that is to be
avoided. It also prevents small objects e.g. tablets from being lost
through the slots of the radiator cover.
Ligature points in hospitals have been highlighted as a major
concern; with Coverad’s unique Anti Ligature range, you need not
worry any more.
Boxing Options
Coverad also supply matching pipe boxing, cable and skirting covers
Fixings
90% of all fixings on our covers are internal. External fixings are kept
to a minimum to ensure that the cover is appropriate for the
environment and come in a standard or extra security alternative.
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Bespoke Design
Every single one of our radiator covers are individually made to measure and are designed for use in
hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, schools, nurseries, hotels and leisure areas, public buildings and
local authority areas.
Free Design and Survey
Coverad’s free design service involves a detailed site survey carried out by a member of our
experienced National Sales Team. We cover the whole of the UK and Ireland, with each Sales
Representative covering a dedicated area providing full customer support.
This service is the product of successfully supplying over 200,000 radiator covers to facilities such as
hospitals, surgeries, nursing homes, schools, nurseries, commercial buildings.
Experienced Customer Service
Our dedicated staff ensures a smooth transaction from the initial survey through to delivery and
installation, assisting our customers at every stage of the process.
High Quality Manufacture
Coverad are a UK manufacturer based in the south of England. We ensure that all our products are
manufactured to the high quality specification our customers have come to expect from a market
leading company.

Radiator Cleaning and Sanitisation
A service developed out of the increased awareness of MRSA in hospitals and the efforts of Facility
Managers and Infection Control Departments to achieve generally higher standards of cleanliness in
all Public Buildings.
Dedicated Installation
All our installation engineers are experienced Coverad employees who provide our customers with a
highly professional and dedicated service. Their many years of experience enable them to work with
flexibility around the operational needs of all environments, with as little disruption to the day to
day running of the facility as possible.

Caring After‐Sales Service
At Coverad we pride ourselves on providing a personal After Sales Service once the delivery or
installation has been carried out. Our team check to ensure that our customers are happy with the
level of service we have provided at all stages of the process and we certainly take on board all
comments made to enable us to continually strive to provide the high quality of service which
Coverad is well known for.
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